PLATE MILL
STEP FILLER PLATE

PLATE WAS SURVEYED IN ROLL SHOP

SURVEY BASED FROM THE PLANE OF ROCKER PLATES

5979 McCasland Ave
Portage, IN 46368
Phone: 219-762-7024
Fax: 219-764-4261
www.falk-qli.com
VIEW LOOKING SOUTH

PLATE MILL
STEP FILLER PLATE

DIMENSIONS BASED FROM LEVEL AND MILL BOTTOM OP

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE BASED ON PLANE AVERAGES.

ELV = 52.063"

ELV = 26.868"

ELV = -0.043"

ELV = 52.111"

ELV = 26.905"

ELV = 0.000"

AGC CAPSULE DR
MILL BOTTOM DR
STEP FILLER PLATE
AGC CAPSULE OP
MILL BOTTOM OP
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PLATE MILL
STEP FILLER PLATE

VIEW LOOKING SOUTH

DIMENSIONS BASED FROM SLOPE OF MILL BOTTOM OP AND DR

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE BASED ON PLANE AVERAGES.